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chromosome is used in the genetic algorithm based on a mixed graph model. Computational results
for the benchmark instances show that the proposed genetic algorithm is rather efficient for both
criteria.
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1 Introduction

In the classical job-shop scheduling problem denoted as J |ri|Φ in [21], each job from the set J
has to be processed on each of m different machines from the set M. A job Ji ∈ J is ready
for processing from the release time ri ≥ 0, and the processing of the job Ji consists of m linearly
ordered operations. Each operation should be processed on a specific machine from the setM. The
problems J |ri|Cmax and J |ri|

∑
Ci arise in many applications and are strongly NP-hard [8, 15, 21].

A lot of exact and heuristic algorithms have been developed for solving the problem J |ri|Cmax and
the problem J |ri|

∑
Ci [1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 14, 16, 20, 22, 25, 27, 32, 37].

In industries, to have a better throughput, increasing the production performance, or because of
fault tolerance more than one machine of the same type may be available. In such cases, a flexible
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job-shop problem (denoted as FJ |ri|Φ) or a hybrid job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ have to be solved.
The difference between the problems HJ |ri|Φ and FJ |ri|Φ is that all the parallel machines of
the same type in the problem HJ |ri|Φ are identical (i.e., they need the same time to process an
operation). In the problem FJ |ri|Φ, the parallel machines may have different speeds and (or) an
operation may be processed on several parallel machines.

Both problems FJ |ri|Φ and HJ |ri|Φ are more complicated than the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ since
the problems FJ |ri|Φ and HJ |ri|Φ contain the subproblem P |ri|Φ for an optimal assignment of
the operations to parallel machines. The latter problem P |ri|Φ even with the simple criterion
Φ = Cmax is binary NP-hard [21] if there are only two identical machines and the release times are
equal, ri = r, for all jobs Ji ∈ J . Therefore, in the problem HJ |ri|Cmax, the NP-hardness of the
problem J |ri|Cmax is combined with the NP-hardness of the problem P |ri|Cmax. Because of the
high complexity, researchers and practitioners are forced to use heuristic algorithms for solving the
problems FJ |ri|Φ and HJ |ri|Φ with large sizes. Next, we survey such scheduling algorithms and
the results obtained.

A straightforward approach to solve the problem FJ ||Φ is the decomposition of the original prob-
lem into a sequence of subproblems [33], which are job-shop scheduling problems J ||Cmax. The
assignment subproblem was solved using priority dispatching rules and then the resulting job-shop
problem J ||Cmax was solved using a heuristic algorithm. Ferrer et al. [12] worked on the effects of
the priority dispatching rules on the scheduling performance. A grammar based flexible job-shop
algorithm has been developed. The performance of the algorithm was analyzed using computational
experiments.

Wang and Yu [38] solved a production scheduling problem with machine availability constraints via
a preventive maintenance. They considered a scheduling problem with both fixed and non-fixed
machine availabilities. A heuristic algorithm based on a filtered beam search has been developed
to solve the problem FJ |ri|Φ. A branching scheme was provided to incorporate the machine
availability constraints and the maintenance resource ones.

Gao et al. [13] worked on the problem FJ |ri|Φ with three objectives: minimizing the makespan,
minimizing the maximal machine workload, and minimizing the total workload. They used a
genetic algorithm with a variable neighborhood descent. In order to strengthen the search ability,
the genetic algorithm was improved by a variable neighborhood descent that involves a local search
of moving one or two operations.

Other researches (see [3, 10, 23, 34, 40]) developed genetic algorithms combined with different
search techniques. Rossi and Boschi [34] used a genetic algorithm and an ant colony optimization
to solve the problem HJ |ri|Φ. Al-Hinai and ElMekkawy [3] worked on the problem of finding robust
and stable solutions for the problem FJ |ri|Φ with random machine breakdowns. Chiang and Lin
[10] proposed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to solve the problem HJ |ri|Φ in a Pareto
manner aimed to seek for the non-dominated schedules. Xing et al. [40] developed a simulation
model to solve the multi-objective problem FJ |ri|Φ. Hmidaa et al. [23] presented neighborhood
structures related to the assignment problem and the sequencing one. They proposed a climbing
discrepancy search for solving the problem FJ |ri|Φ.

The surveys [17, 39] and the above papers show that evolutionary techniques like a genetic algorithm
are mainly used for solving the problem FJ |ri|Φ. Using a fast computer, it is now possible to run the
same evolutionary algorithm many times in order to increase the quality of the schedule obtained
for the problem FJ |ri|Φ [5, 13, 28].
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A special case of the flexible job-shop problem is the problem HJ |ri|Φ, where all machines avail-
able to process an operation are identical. The problem HJ |ri|Cmax is encountered in a flexible
manufacturing system [17], train timetabling [24, 30], and in many other fields. Next, we survey
algorithms developed for the problems HJ |ri|Cmax and HJ |ri|

∑
Ci.

Liu and Kozan [29] used a hybrid job-shop problem to solve the train timetabling problem. The
train timetabling was modeled as a hybrid job-shop problem such that the trains, single-track
sections and multiple-track sections were synonymous with the jobs, single machines and parallel
machines. A train movement on railway sections was considered as the operations in the job-shop.
Liu and Kozan [29] considered blocking or hold-while-wait constraints to simulate a fixed buffer size
for the trains, which means that a track section cannot be released and must hold the train until
the next railway section on the routing becomes free. First, the problem was solved by a shifting
bottleneck algorithm [2] without considering blocking conditions. Then a feasibility satisfaction
procedure was used to solve and analyze the blocking factor via an alternative graph modeling.

The algorithm developed in [9] consists of a genetic algorithm for scheduling the operations and
for the machine selection. The minimization of the total tardiness, the total machine idle time
and the makespan have been considered in [9]. Rossi and Boschi [34] reported their research
on the hybrid job-shop problem, where a genetic algorithm was combined with an ant colony
optimization. A modular approach was adopted to obtain an easy scalable parallel evolutionary
ant colony framework.

Three algorithms have been developed in [36] for the problems HJ |ri|Φ, where the criterion Φ was
the minimization of the makespan or the sum of job completion times. The developed algorithms
include the sequencing and assigning stages. In the sequencing stage, the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ
was solved. The problem J |ri|Φ was modelled by a mixed graph G. In order to resolve a conflict
arising between two operations processed on the same machine, the algorithm should substitute a
conflict edge in the mixed graph G by an arc incident to the same vertexes.

In [18, 19], an adaptive algorithm and a neural network algorithm have been developed for solving
the problem HJ |ri|Φ. These algorithms have a learning stage for solving the problems HJ |ri|Φ with
a small size optimally. Then the knowledge about the optimal scheduling of the conflict operations
was used for solving the problem HJ |ri|Φ with a large size. Ong and Maulana [31] developed an
algorithm to solve the non-delay job-shop problem with parallel machines. The developed algorithm
was based on the shifting bottleneck one [2] and tried to reduce the makespan value using priority
dispatching rules.

In this paper, a genetic algorithm is developed for solving both problemsHJ |ri|Cmax andHJ |ri|
∑
Ci.

In Sections 2 and 3, the problem setting and the mixed graph model are described. In Section 4,
a genetic algorithm for the problem HJ |ri|Φ is developed. In Section 5.1, a mixed graph for pre-
senting the problem HJ |ri|Φ is described. An upgraded genetic algorithm for solving the problem
HJ |ri|Φ is discussed in Section 5.2. Computational results for the developed genetic algorithms
are presented in Section 6.
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2 Settings for the problems J |ri|Φ and HJ |ri|Φ

There are n jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn} that have to be processed onmmachinesM = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm}.
The set M is partitioned into ϕ ≥ 2 subsets as follows:

M =M1

⋃
M2

⋃
. . .
⋃
Mϕ,Mk

⋂
Mu = ∅, k 6= u,

where Mk 6= ∅, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}, is the subset of the identical machines of the type k.

In the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ, each set Mk consists of a single machine: Mk = {Mk} for each
type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ} of machines, where ϕ = m.

In the hybrid job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ, each setMk consists of ϕk identical machines of the type
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}, where inequality ϕu ≥ 2 holds for at least one machine type u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}.
Let the machines from the set M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm} be indexed as follows:

Mk =
{
M∑k−1

u=0 ϕu+1,M
∑k−1

u=0 ϕu+2, . . . ,M
∑k

u=0 ϕu

}
, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ},

where ϕ0 = 0 and
∑ϕ

u=1 ϕu = m.

The processing of a job Ji ∈ J consists of a set Oi of ϕ ordered operations:

Oi =
{
Q
µ(i1)
i1 , Q

µ(i2)
i2 , . . . , Q

µ(iϕ)
iϕ

}
,

where operation Q
µ(ij)
ij denotes the processing of the job Ji ∈ J at the stage j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ} on a

machine of the type µ(ij) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ} during the processing time pij > 0.

Preemptions of the operations are not allowed, i.e., if operation Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ Oi is started at time

s(Q
µ(ij)
ij ), this operation must be completed at time c(Q

µ(ij)
ij ) = s(Q

µ(ij)
ij ) + pij . The first operation

Q
µ(i,1)
i,1 of the job Ji ∈ J is ready for processing from time ri ≥ 0, called the release time of the

job Ji. In the problem HJ |ri|Φ, each operation Q
µ(ij)
ij may be processed on any machine of the

type µ(ij). No machine Mr ∈ M can process more than one operation at a time. The operation

Q
µ(ij)
ij cannot be started until the previous operation Q

µ(i,j−1)
i,j−1 of the job Ji is completed, i.e., the

inequality

c(Q
µ(i,j−1)
i,j−1 ) ≤ s(Qµ(ij)

ij )

must hold for each job Ji ∈ J and stage j ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,m}. The completion time Ci of the job

Ji ∈ J is equal to the completion time of the last operation Q
µ(iϕ)
iϕ of this job:

Ci = c(Q
µ(iϕ)
iϕ ).

The problem HJ |ri|Cmax is to find an assignment of the operations from the set

Ok =
⋃

µ(ij)=k

Q
µ(ij)
ij

to the machines from the set Mk, where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}, and to define the completion times

c(Q
µ(ij)
ij ) for all operations

Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ O∗ =

ϕ⋃
k=1

Ok
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such that the resulting schedule

S =
(
c(Q

µ(1,1)
1,1 ), c(Q

µ(1,2)
1,2 ), . . . , c(Q

µ(1,ϕ)
1,ϕ ), . . . , c(Q

µ(n,1)
n,1 ), c(Q

µ(n,2)
n,2 ), . . . , c(Qµ(n,ϕ)

n,ϕ )
)

(1)

has a minimal makespan value Cmax(S) = max{Ci(S) | Ji ∈ J }.

The problem HJ |ri|
∑
Ci is to find the assignments of the operations Ok to the machines from the

set Mk for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}, and to define the completion times c(Q
µ(ij)
ij ) for all operations

Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ O∗ such that the resulting schedule S defined in (1) has a minimal sum

∑
Ci(S) =∑n

i=1Ci(S) of the job completion times.

Since for the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ, there exists a single machine of each type, i.e., |M1| =
|M2| = . . . = |Mϕ| = 1 with ϕ = m, there is no need to seek assignments of the operationsOk to the
machines Mk (the assignments of all the operations O∗ to the machines M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm},
with m = ϕ, are given as input data). In this case, the problem HJ |ri|Φ is transformed into the
problem J |ri|Φ, which is considered in the next two sections.

3 A mixed graph model for the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ

The problem J |ri|Φ can be modeled using a mixed (or disjunctive) graph G = (O, A,E) with the
set O of vertexes, the set A of arcs, and the set E of edges [6, 37]. The set O∗ is the set of operations

Q
µ(ij)
ij , Ji ∈ J , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, the weight pij > 0 being prescribed to the vertex Q

µ(ij)
ij ∈ O∗.

For each job Ji ∈ J , the vertex Qi is added to the set O of the vertexes in the mixed graph G, the
weight ri ≥ 0 being prescribed to the vertex Qi with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, where

O =

n⋃
i=1

{Qi}
⋃
O∗.

The consecutive operations Q
µ(i,j−1)
i,j−1 and Q

µ(ij)
ij of the job Ji ∈ J are connected by the arc

(Q
µ(i,j−1)
i,j−1 , Q

µ(ij)
ij ) ∈ A, 2 ≤ j ≤ m, in the mixed graph G = (O, A,E). The arc (Q

µ(i,j−1)
i,j−1 , Q

µ(ij)
ij )

expresses that the operation Q
µ(ij)
ij can be started only after the time when the previous operation

Q
µ(i,j−1)
i,j−1 of the job Ji is completed (a precedence constraint). Along with the above arcs, the set A

includes the following subset of arcs:
n⋃
i=1

(Qi, Q
µ(i1)
i1 ).

Each such arc (Qi, Q
µ(i1)
i1 ) expresses that the processing of the job Ji ∈ J cannot be started before

the release time ri ≥ 0 of the job Ji.

Any two operationsQ
µ(ij)
ij ∈ O∗ andQ

µ(lk)
lk ∈ O∗ that have to be processed on the machineMh ∈M,

where µ(ij) = µ(lk) = h, cannot be simultaneously processed on the same machine. In the mixed

graph G = (O, A,E), this resource constraint is expressed by the edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(lk)
lk ] ∈ E. Thus,

the above mixed graph G = (O, A,E) determines both resource and precedence constraints for the
job-shop problem J |ri|Φ. Since an operation preemption is not allowed, the schedule S defined in
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(1), which is feasible for the mixed graph G = (O, A,E), may be determined as the ordered set

S =
(
c(Q

µ(1,1)
1,1 ), c(Q

µ(1,2)
1,2 ), . . . , c(Q

µ(1m)
1m ), . . . , c(Q

µ(n,1)
n,1 ), c(Q

µ(n,2)
n,2 ), . . . , c(Qµ(nm)

nm )
)

of the completion times of the operations Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ O∗ such that the precedence constraint

s(Q
µ(lk)
lk )− s(Qµ(ij)

ij ) ≥ pij (2)

is satisfied for each arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(lk)
lk ) ∈ A and the resource constraint

either s(Q
µ(lk)
lk )− s(Qµ(ij)

ij ) ≥ pij or s(Q(
µ(ij)
ij )− s(Qµ(lk)

lk ) ≥ plk (3)

is satisfied for each edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(lk)
lk ] ∈ E. Using the mixed graph G = (O, A,E) to construct a

schedule S(Gr) for the problem J |ri|Φ, one can replace each edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , q

µ(lk)
lk ] ∈ E either by the

arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(lk)
lk ) or the arc (Q

µ(lk)
lk , Q

µ(ij)
ij ) respecting the resource constraint (3) in a way such

that no a circuit arises in the resulting digraph Gr = (O, A∪Ar,∅). As a result, the mixed graph
G = (O, A,E) will be transformed into the circuit-free digraph Gr = (O, A

⋃
Ar,∅), in which both

precedence constraints (2) and resource constraints (3) are taken into account by the arc set A
⋃
Ar.

Let Γ(G) denote the set of all digraphs Gr = (O, A ∪ Ar,∅), where each edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ] ∈ E

is replaced either by the arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) ∈ Ar or the arc (Q

µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ) ∈ Ar. A schedule S is

called semi-active if no operation can start earlier without delaying the processing of some other
operation from the set O∗ or without altering the processing sequence of the operations on any
machines from the set M. The mixed graph approach for solving the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ is
based on the following claim [37].

Lemma 1 The circuit-free digraph Gr = (O, A∪Ar,∅) ∈ Γ(G) determines a semi-active schedule
S(Gr) for the problem J |ri|Φ and vice-versa.

Let Γ∗(G) denote the set of all circuit-free digraphs Gr = (O, A ∪ Ar,∅) belonging to the set
Γ(G). Due to Lemma 1, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of semi-active
schedules S(Gr) existing for the problem J |ri|Φ and the set Γ∗(G) ⊆ Γ(G) of the circuit-free
digraphs Gr = (O, A ∪Ar,∅) generated by the mixed graph G via orienting the edges E.

For the problem J |ri|Cmax, the objective function value Cmax(S(Gr)) is equal to the weight pij +

puv + . . . + pef of a critical path (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv , . . . , Q

µ(ef)
ef ) existing in the digraph Gr ∈ Γ∗(G).

Thus, the following claim is correct.

Lemma 2 A digraph Gr ∈ Γ∗(G) is optimal for the problem J |ri|Cmax if and only if a critical
path in the digraph Gr has the minimal weight among all critical paths in the digraphs from the set
Γ∗(G).

Similarly, the following claim is obtained for the problem J |ri|
∑
Ci.

Lemma 3 The digraph Gr ∈ Γ∗(G) is optimal for the problem J |ri|
∑
Ci if and only if the objective

function value
∑
Ci(S(Gr)) =

∑n
i=1Ci(S(Gr)) for the digraph Gr is minimal among the values∑

Ci(S(Gk)) for the digraphs Gk ∈ Γ∗(G).
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The above claims may be generalized for any regular criterion Φ. (A criterion Φ is called regular,
if the objective function Φ(C1, C2, . . . , Cn) is non-decreasing for all arguments C1, C2, . . . , Cn).

Lemma 4 Let the criterion Φ be regular. Then the digraph Gr ∈ Γ∗(G) is optimal for the problem
J |ri|Φ if and only if the objective function value

Φ(S(Gr)) = Φ(C1(S(Gr)), C2(S(Gr)), . . . , Cn(S(Gr)))

calculated for the digraph Gr is minimal among the values

Φ(S(Gk)) = Φ(C1(S(Gk)), C2(S(Gk)), . . . , Cn(S(Gk)))

calculated for all the digraphs Gk ∈ Γ∗(G).

We follow the monograph [37], where a schedule S is defined as left-continuous functions. In other
words, for any job Ji ∈ J , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, the semi-interval (s(Qkij), c(Q

k
ij)] determines the time

interval, in which the machine Mk processes the operation Qkij ∈ O∗ of the job Ji. Since any

machine Mk ∈ M can process at most one job at a time, the semi-intervals (s(Qkij), c(Q
k
ij)] and

(s(Qkuv), c(Q
k
uv)] for the processing of operations Qkij and Qkuv have no common points:

(s(Qkij), c(Q
k
ij)]
⋂

(s(Qkuv), c(Q
k
uv)] = ∅.

4 A genetic algorithm for the problem J |ri|Φ

A genetic algorithm constructs a solution (an individual) for a problem by ordered genes known
as a chromosome. To imitate the evolution in living nature, the chromosomes are combined or
mutated to create a new individual in the constructed generation. While running a crossover
operation, an offspring’s chromosome is created by joining segments chosen alternately from each
of the chromosomes of the two parents, which are of fixed length. By recombining portions of good
individuals, this process is likely to create a better individual. For a mutation, a small portion
of the current generation will be selected and transformations will occur in their genome. The
transformation purpose is to maintain diversity within the constructed population and to inhibit
premature convergence. A mutation induces a random walk through a search space of the problem.
After several generations, new individuals will be created that probably will have a better objective
function value.

As mentioned in Section 3 (Lemmas 1 and 4), the algorithm for the problem J |ri|Φ must replace

each edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ] ∈ E with µ(ij) = µ(uv) = k either by the arc (Q

µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) (in this case,

the operation Q
µ(ij)
ij must be completed before starting the operation Q

µ(uv)
uv on machine Mk) or

by the symmetric arc (Q
µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ) (in this case, the operation Q

µ(uv)
uv must be completed before

starting the operation Q
µ(ij)
ij on machine Mk). Therefore, to solve the problem J |ri|Φ by a genetic

algorithm, the chromosome must be able to determine a sequence, in which all operations of the

set Ok = {Qµ(ij)
ij | Ji ∈ J , µ(ij) = k} could be processed on a single machine Mk of the type k. For

this purpose, a unique natural number (gene) qu, u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nm− 1, nm}, will be used to code
each operation of the set O∗ =

⋃ϕ
k=1O

k.
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Let the ordered operations (
Q
µ(1,1)
1,1 , Q

µ(1,2)
1,2 , . . . , Q

µ(1,m)
1,m

)
of the job J1 ∈ J be coded by the following ordered numbers (q1 = 1, q2 = 2, . . . , qm = m),
respectively. The ordered operations(

Q
µ(2,1)
2,1 , Q

µ(2,2)
2,2 , . . . , Q

µ(2,m)
2,m

)
of the job J2 ∈ J will be coded by the following ordered numbers (qm+1 = m + 1, qm+2 = m +
2, . . . , q2m = 2m), respectively. In general, the ordered operations(

Q
µ(i1)
i1 , Q

µ(i2)
i2 , . . . , Q

µ(im)
im

)
of the job Ji ∈ J will be coded by the following ordered numbers

(q(i−1)m+1 = (i− 1)m+ 1, q(i−1)m+2 = (i− 1)m+ 2, . . . , qim = im),

respectively. The obtained numbers (genes) gu = u, u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nm}, are ordered in the chro-

mosome gt, and determine the position for each operation Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ Ok with respect to the other

operations Ok \ {Qµ(ij)
ij }, which have to be processed on the machines Mk, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. The

chromosome gt consists of nm ordered genes as follows:

gt = (qk1 , qk2 , . . . , qknm−1 , qknm),

where {qk1 , qk2 , . . . , qknm} = {1, 2, . . . , nm}.

Let us consider Example 1 of the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ with four jobs, J = {J1, J2, J3, J4}, and
three machines, M = {M1,M2,M3}. The digraph (O, A, ∅) for this example is presented in Fig.
1 (for simplicity, the edges E of the mixed graph G = (O, A,E) are omitted in Fig. 1). Consider

the second operation Q
µ(ij)
ij = Q2

1,2 of the job J1 processed on machine M2 at the stage j = 2. The

upper index µ(ij) = µ(1, 2) = 2 in the notation Q2
1,2 = Q

µ(ij)
ij means that machine M2 ∈M has to

process the operation Q2
1,2. The other operations Q

µ(ij)
ij in the set O with the same index µ(ij) = 2

(i.e., the operations Q2
2,3, Q2

3,1, and Q2
4,3) are in conflict with operation Q2

1,2, since they have to be
processed on the same machine M2. Since a machine may process only one operation at a time, and
preemption of any operation is not allowed, to resolve these conflicts, it is necessary to determine
a linear order (a sequence) of the operations Q2

1,2, Q2
2,3, Q2

3,1, and Q2
4,3 for their processing on the

machine M2.

The aim of solving this problem J |ri|Φ is to determine the m = 3 linear orders (sequences) of the
conflict operations for all machines Mk ∈M, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, in such a way that the objective function
value will be minimal (Lemma 4). Next, we show how a single chromosome gt can determine all
m = 3 sequences of the conflict operations Ok, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

In the first step of the genetic algorithm, each operation Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ O has to be labeled with a

natural number (gene) qu = u as it was explained (see Fig. 2). Initially, a chromosome gt will
be constructed from a random ordering of these genes that represents a heuristic solution of the
job-shop problem J |ri|Φ. For example, the chromosome

gt = (q1, q10, q7, q4, q2, q11, q5, q8, q12, q3, q6, q9) = (1, 10, 7, 4, 2, 11, 5, 8, 12, 3, 6, 9) (4)
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Figure 1: The digraph (O, A, ∅) for the job-shop problem with four jobs, J = {J1, J2, J3, J4}, and
three machines, M = {M1,M2,M3}.

Figure 2: The vertexes of the set O = {
⋃ϕ
k=1O

k} labeled by the natural numbers (genes) qa,
a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 12}.
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Figure 3: The digraph Gt (without transitive arcs) determined from the chromosome gt.

determines a heuristic solution for the problem J |ri|Φ, whose input data are presented in Fig 1.

Indeed, the positions, in which the numbers qa = a and qb = b coding the conflict operations Q
µ(ij)
ij

and Q
µ(uv)
uv are placed in the chromosome gt, determine the processing order of these operations

Q
µ(ij)
ij and Q

µ(uv)
uv as follows. Let the number qa = a be located before the number qb = b (we

denote this as qa −→ qb). This will mean that operation Q
µ(ij)
ij must be processed before operation

Q
µ(uv)
uv . Otherwise, if qb −→ qa, the operation Q

µ(uv)
uv must be processed before operation Q

µ(ij)
ij .

Therefore, the edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ] must be replaced either by the arc (Q

µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) in the mixed

graph G or in the opposite case, by the symmetric arc (Q
µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij
ij ). After the replacements of

the edges by the arcs, the digraph Gt = (O, A ∪At,∅) ∈ Γ(G) will be constructed with respect to
the chromosome gt.

In Fig. 1, the genes q1 = 1, q5 = 5, q9 = 9 and q10 = 10 determine the operations, which are
conflict ones for using machine M1. In the chromosome gt given in (4), the sequence of these genes
is as follows: q1 −→ q10 −→ q5 −→ q9. Therefore, the operation Q1

1,1 will be processed first,

then operation Q1
4,1, then operation Q1

2,2, and then operation Q1
3,3. For machine M2, the order of

the corresponding genes is as follows: q7 −→ q2 −→ q12 −→ q6. For machine M3, the order of
the corresponding genes is as follows: q4 −→ q11 −→ q8 −→ q3. Figure 3 illustrates the digraph
Gt = (O, A ∪ At,∅) determined from the chromosome gt given in (4) for the problem J |ri|Φ,
whose digraph (O, A, ∅) is presented in Fig. 1. Since the chromosome gt was created randomly,
the objective function value Φ(S(Gt)) calculated for the digraph Gt = (O, A ∪ At,∅) could be
considerably larger than that calculated for the optimal digraph constructed for the problem J |ri|Φ
under consideration.

5 A genetic algorithm for the hybrid job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ

For a better job processing, one can use more than one machine of the type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}.
Such a machine flexibility opens a new circumstance in the solution space since each operation

Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ Ok = {Qµ(ij)

ij | Ji ∈ J , µ(ij) = k}, which has to be processed on a machine of the type
µ(ij), has the freedom to be processed on any machine from the setMk. As a result, the operations
Ok in the queue for processing on a machine of the type k may be partitioned into |Mk| subsets
and operations of each such subset must be processed on the same machine Mu from the set Mk.
Thus, in solving the problem HJ |ri|Φ, the optimization problem of finding an optimal schedule
for the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ has to be combined with partitioning the operations Ok for each
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machine type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}.

Next, we show how the genetic algorithm presented in Section 4 may be generalized for sequencing
and partitioning the operations Ok for each machine type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}. To this end, a mod-
ification gt∗ of the above chromosome gt will be used. The modified chromosome gt∗ will have the
ability to partition the operations Ok and to represent a whole solution for the problem HJ |ri|Φ.
In Section 5.1, a necessary and sufficient condition for partitioning the operations Ok in the digraph
Gt = (O, A ∪At,∅) is given. The modified chromosome gt∗ is introduced in Section 5.2.

5.1 A mixed graph model for the problem HJ |ri|Φ

A semi-active schedule S(Gh) constructed for the problem J |ri|Φ may be used as a heuristic solution
for the problem HJ |ri|Φ, where exactly one machine Mu ∈ Mk processes all operations Ok,
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}, i.e., the partition of the operations Ok into |Mk| subsets is as follows:

Ok = Ok ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ . . . ∪ ∅.

Thus, we obtain the following claim.

Lemma 5 A circuit-free digraph Gh = (O, A
⋃
Ar,∅) ∈ Γ(G) determines a semi-active schedule

S(Gh) for the problem HJ |ri|Φ with the input data given by the mixed graph G = (O, A,E) and by
the numbers ϕk ≥ 1 of the machines of the types k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}.

Obviously, the semi-active schedule S(Gh) given in Lemma 5 may be very different from an optimal
one for the problem HJ |ri|Φ even if the schedule S(Gh) is optimal for the corresponding problem
J |ri|Φ. For decreasing the value Φ(S(Gh)), one can use more machines from the setMk to process
the operations Ok. Let the set E∗ denote the subset of the set E and Γ(G(E∗)) denote the set of
all digraphs Gh(E∗) = (O, A∪Ah, ∅) generated by the mixed graph G = (O, A,E) via orienting all
edges for the set E∗. The following theorem proven in [36] provides a criterion for the feasibility of
the digraph Gh(E∗) = (O, A ∪Ah, ∅) ∈ Γ(G(E∗)) for solving the problem HJ |ri|Φ.

Theorem 1 The digraph Gh(E∗) = (O, A ∪ Ah, ∅) ∈ Γ(G(E∗)) with E∗ ⊂ E determines a semi-
active schedule S(Gh(E∗)) for the problem HJ |ri|Φ if and only if

(a) the digraph Gh(E∗) has no circuits and

(b) for any machine type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}, at most ϕk operations from the set Qk may have a
common processing time interval (t′, t′′], t′ < t′′.

A mixed graph approach for solving the problem HJ |ri|Φ is based on Theorem 1 and Lemma 4.
The corresponding algorithm must choose a digraph Gh(E∗) = (O, A∪Ah, ∅) from the set Γ(G(E∗))
which satisfies both conditions (a) and (b) and has the minimum objective function value

Φ(C1(Gh(E∗)), C2(Gh(E∗)), . . . , Cn(Gh(E∗)))

among all the digraphs Gr(E
∗) = (O, A ∪ Ar, ∅) ∈ Γ(G(E∗)). The above digraph Gh(E∗) =

(O, A ∪ Ah, ∅) ∈ Γ(G(E∗)) is said to be optimal for the problem HJ |ri|Φ if the digraph Gh(E∗)
has the minimum objective function value Φ.
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For illustration, we assume that there are two jobs J = {J1, J2}, which must be processed on
machines of two types, ϕ = 2. Thus, each of the two jobs has two operations: O1 = {Q1

1,1, Q
2
1,2},

O2 = {Q2
2,1, Q

1
2,2}. The chromosome gt = (q1, q2, q3, q4) = (1, 2, 3, 4) determines a unique semi-

active schedule for this job-shop problem J |ri|Φ. Namely, operation Q1
1,1 is processed before oper-

ation Q1
2,2 on the machine of the type 1, and operation Q2

1,2 is processed before operation Q2
2,1 on

the machine of the type 2.

If we generalize the above job-shop problem by assuming that there are two identical machines of
the type 1 and two identical machines of the type 2, then we obtain the hybrid job-shop problem
HJ |ri|Φ with M1 = {M1,M2} and M2 = {M3,M4}. Due to Lemma 5, the chromosome gt =
(q1, q2, q3, q4) = (1, 2, 3, 4) determines a semi-active schedule for the problem HJ |ri|Φ, where both
machines M2 and M4 are idle: O1 = O1∪∅ and O2 = O2∪∅. However, this chromosome gt cannot
determine the assignments of the operations to the different machines from the setsMk, k ∈ {1, 2},
for the problem HJ |ri|Φ.

5.2 The chromosome gt∗ for the problem HJ |ri|Φ

The chromosome gt determines a heuristic solution for the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ (one of such
chromosomes is given in (4) for Example 1). To upgrade the chromosome gt in order to determine
any semi-active schedule S for the hybrid job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ, the modified chromosome gt∗
must determine a partition of the operations Ok into |Mk| subsets. To determine this partition,
we shall use |Mk| − 1 delimiter instances of type dk (dk = −k), where k is equal to the type of the
machines belonging to set Mk.

Each delimiter dk = −k establishes the border between two subsets of operations from the set Ok
assigned to different machines Mu ∈Mk and Mv ∈Mk, u 6= v. To distinguish the delimiters from
the genes qi in the chromosome gt∗, the delimiters dk are negative integer numbers dk = −k while
the genes qi are natural numbers.

Let us consider Example 2 of the hybrid job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ. Example 2 has the same input
data as Example 1 of the job-shop problem J |ri|Φ has, except the existence of parallel (identical)
machines for each type 1, 2 and 3. If the parallel machines are as follows: M1 = {M1,M2},
M2 = {M3}, M3 = {M4,M5,M6}, then the chromosome gt given in (4) can be modified into the
following chromosome gt∗ for the hybrid job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ:

gt∗ = (q1, q10, q7,−d3, q4,−d1, q2, q11, q5, q8, q12,−d3, q3, q6, q9)

= (1, 10, 7,−3, 4,−1, 2, 11, 5, 8, 12,−3, 3, 6, 9). (5)

In the chromosome gt∗ given in (5), the numbers d1 = −1 are delimiters for the subsets of the machine
set M1 = {M1,M2} of the type 1. The first delimiter d1 = −1 expresses that all operations from
the operation set O1, which are located in the chromosome gt∗ on the left-hand side from d1 = −1,
must be processed on machine M1 and those located on the right-hand side from d1 = −1 must be
processed on machine M2.

Since there is only one machine of the type 2, M2 = {M3}, the delimiter d2 = −2 is absent in the
chromosome gt∗.

As there are three machines of the type 3,M3 = {M4,M5,M6}, two delimiters of the type d3 = −3
are used in the chromosome gt∗ to determine three subsets of the set O3. All operations from the set
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Figure 4: The digraph G′h (without transitive arcs) achieved from a chromosome gt∗ for the hybrid
job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ.

O3, which are located in the chromosome gt∗ on the left-hand side from d3 = −3, must be processed
on machine M4. All operations from the set O3, which are located in the chromosome gt∗ between
the two delimiters of the type d3 = −3, must be processed on machine M5. All operations from the
set O3, which are located in the chromosome gt∗ after both delimiters of the type d3 = −3, must be
processed on machine M6. Figure 4 represents one of the digraphs Gh(E∗) ∈ Γ(G(E∗)) which are
determined from the chromosome gt∗ given in (5).

5.3 The configuration of the genetic algorithm

The chromosome gt∗ as a parent, can introduce a heuristic solution for the hybrid job-shop problem
HJ |ri|Φ. The simulator produces a digraph Gh(E∗) = (O, A ∪ Ah, ∅) ∈ Γ(G(E∗)) with E∗ ⊂ E
based on the chromosome gt∗ that defines a semi-active schedule S(G′h(E∗)). The objective function
Φ will be used for evaluating the quality of the chromosome gt∗ to make a schedule S(Gh(E∗)). In
the genetic algorithm, this objective function is known as the fitness function. The developed
genetic algorithm tries to use its crossover and mutation operators to generate a better generation
based on the current generation.

In each generation, the size of the population was set to 300. In each crossover operation, randomly
50% to 90% of a genome in an offspring is selected from the first parent and the rest is selected
from the second parent. This random selection helps the genetic crossover operator to produce
offspring with a different rate of similarity to the parents. The probability of mutation was 0.05%.
In each generation, 70% of these individuals are results of the crossover operator. The mutation
operator produces 10% of the chromosomes, and the remaining offspring are elites from the previous
generation.

The crossover operator is a one-point crossover, which works as follows. In the first step, the genetic
algorithm selects randomly two parents gx∗ and gy∗ from the current generation in order to generate
their offspring gz∗ . The chromosome gx∗ acts as the main chromosome and a cutting point must be
selected in this chromosome. Without any manipulation, the sequence of genes before this cutting
point will be selected from the chromosome gx∗ and will make the first segment of the chromosome
gz∗ that must be constructed.

In the next step, the genetic algorithm starts to scan the chromosome gy∗ and for each gene qa,
which is met in the chromosome gy∗ , the constructed part of the chromosome gz∗ is checked. If the
gene qa was not added to the chromosome gz∗ yet, the genetic algorithm appends the gene qa to the
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end of the constructed part of the chromosome gz∗ . Otherwise, the gene qa is ignored in order to
avoid a repetition of the gene qa in the chromosome gz∗ .

If the algorithm meets a delimiter of type dk = −k, then the number of the delimiters of the
type dk = −k which are already inserted into the chromosome gz∗ is compared with the maximal
number |Mk| − 1 of the permissible delimiter of type dk = −k. If the number of the delimiters
of the type dk = −k is already equal to |Mk| − 1 in the constructed part of the chromosome
gz∗ , then the delimiter of type dk = −k, which is met in the chromosome gy∗ , is not included into
the chromosome gz∗ . Finally, an offspring gz∗ will be produced such that the first segment of the
chromosome gz∗ belongs to the first parent gx∗ and the second segment of the chromosome gz∗ belongs
to the second parent gy∗ . The constructed chromosome gz∗ inherits the orders of the genes from both
parents, namely: in the first segment of the chromosome gz∗ , the sequence of genes is copied from
the chromosome gx∗ and in the second part of the chromosome gz∗ , the sequence of genes is copied
from the chromosome gy∗ .

As an example, we consider the chromosome gx∗ = (q1 = 1, q10 = 10, q7 = 7, d3 = −3, q4 =
4, d1 = −1, q2 = 2, q11 = 11, q5 = 5, q8 = 8, q12 = 12, d3 = −3, q3 = 3, q6 = 6, q9 = 9) and the
chromosome gz∗ = (q1 = 1, q7 = 7, q2 = 2, q4 = 4, d1 = −1, q8 = 8, d3 = −3, q1 = 1, q6 = 6, q11 =
11, q5 = 5, q12 = 12, d3 = −3, q9 = 9, q2 = 2), which have been selected randomly from the current
generation as parents to produce a new offspring. Let the genetic algorithm find the cutting point
q5 = 5 in the main chromosome gx∗ . Therefore, the first segment of the offspring will be as follows:
(q1 = 1, q10 = 10, q7 = 7, d3 = −3, q4 = 4, d1 = −1, q2 = 2, q11 = 11, q5 = 5). Then, the chromosome
gy∗ will be scanned to find the order of the remaining genes in the chromosome gy∗ that must be
copied in the second segment of the chromosome gz∗ . This order of the remaining genes is as follows:
(q8 = 8, q6 = 6, q12 = 12, d3 = −3, q9 = 9, q3 = 3). Then these two segments will be concatenated to
produce the offspring chromosome as follows: gz∗ = (q1 = 1, q10 = 11, q7 = 7, d3 = −3, q4 = 4, d1 =
−1, q2 = 2, q11 = 11, q5 = 5, q8 = 8, q6 = 6, q12 = 12, d3 = −3, q9 = 9, q3 = 3).

The mutation operator selects a chromosome gt∗ randomly. Then, two numbers a and b are selected
randomly in the chromosome gt∗ = (. . . , a, . . . , b, . . .). After this mutation, due to a swapping of the
selected numbers, we obtain the following chromosome gt∗ = (. . . , b, . . . , a, . . .), which is the same
as the chromosome gt∗ = (. . . , a, . . . , b, . . .) except the positions of the numbers a and b. Each of
the two numbers a and b may be either positive (i.e., a gene) or negative, (i.e., a delimiter). For
example, we consider the chromosome gz∗ = (q1 = 1, q10 = 11, q7 = 7, d3 = −3, q4 = 4, d1 = −1, q2 =
2, q11 = 11, q5 = 5, q8 = 8, q6 = 6, q12 = 12, d3 = −3, q9 = 9, q3 = 3). Let the selected numbers a
and b be as follows: a = d3 = −3 and b = q6 = 6. After the mutation of the chromosome gz∗ , we
obtain the following chromosome: gz

′
∗ = (q1 = 1, q10 = 11, q7 = 7, q6 = 6, q4 = 4, d1 = −1, q2 =

2, q11 = 11, q5 = 5, q8 = 8, d3 = −3, q12 = 12, d3 = −3, q9 = 9, q3 = 3).

Each constructed chromosome gz∗ defines a digraph Gz = (O, A ∪ Az, ∅) ∈ Γ(G). To define a
semi-active schedule for the problem HJ |ri|Φ, the digraph Gz must be circuit-free (see Theorem
1). The condition (b) of Theorem 1 is satisfied due to the genetic algorithm, where the set of
operations Ok is partitioned into at most ϕk subsets. However, since the above genetic algorithm
uses crossover and mutation operators, there is a possibility to construct a circuit in the digraph
Gz, i.e., condition (a) of Theorem 1 may be violated. Such a circuit in the digraph Gz corresponds
to deadlocks in using resources and must be avoided. Two strategies can be used to avoid a circuit
in the digraph Gz. The first strategy is to reject the chromosome gz∗ generating a circuit in the
digraph Gz. This strategy means that, if the digraph Gz has a circuit, the chromosome gz∗ must be
rejected and a new offspring must be generated instead of chromosome gz∗ . This strategy is simple
but not efficient since the genetic algorithm wastes time to create a chromosome gz∗ and then to
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check whether the digraph Gz is circuit-free.

The second strategy is based on a modification of the chromosome in such a way that the circuit can

be removed from the digraph Gz. To remove the circuit, the orientation of any arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv )

with µ(ij) = µ(uv), in the circuit must be changed to the opposite one (Q
µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ). However,

the question is: which arc is better to modify? In the developed algorithm, the following heuristic

was used. In the digraph Gz = (O, A∪Az, ∅) ∈ Γ(G), while replacing the edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ] ∈ E

either by the arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) or by the arc (Q

µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ), the simulator checks whether the

ending vertex Q
µ(uv)
uv or Q

µ(ij)
ij is accessible by itself or not? If not, the algorithm continues its

processing on the next two conflict operations. Otherwise, if the ending vertex is accessible by

itself by adding the arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) or the arc (Q

µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ), this means that a circuit will

appear in the digraph Gz. To fix the digraph, the direction of the arc (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) or the arc

(Q
µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ) would be reversed. This inversion will remove the circuit in the digraph.

6 Computational results

To evaluate the efficiency of the developed genetic algorithm (Algorithm GA) for the problem
HJ ||Cmax and the genetic algorithm (Algorithm GA-

∑
Ci) for the problem HJ ||

∑
Ci, the bench-

mark instances for the problem J ||Cmax introduced in [26] (the instances la16, la17, ..., la20) and
[4] (the instances orb1, orb2, ..., orb10) have been generalized to the problems HJ ||Cmax and
HJ ||

∑
Ci. To this end, it was assumed that several identical machines of the same type are

available in the processing system.

The numbers |Mk| of the identical machines of the type k have been randomly selected from the
set {2, 3, 4, 5}. In Table 1, the assigned values for the number of available parallel machines of the
tested benchmark instances for the problems HJ ||Cmax and HJ ||

∑
Ci are presented. The obtained

randomly generated instances of the problem HJ ||Cmax are denoted as la16pm, la17pm, ..., la20pm
and orb1pm, orb2pm, ..., orb10pm, where the addition pm is used to indicate the instances of the
hybrid job-shop problem with the makespan criterion. The corresponding instances of the problem
HJ ||

∑
Ci are denoted as la16ps, la17ps, ..., la20ps and orb1ps, orb2ps, ..., orb10ps, where the

addition ps is used to indicate the hybrid job-shop problem with the minimization of the sum of
the jobs completion times.

Note that, to evaluate each chromosome, a mixed graph must be generated and tested. Then, the
critical path must be calculated to find the objective function Cmax for the problem HJ ||Cmax. All
Ci-values have to be calculated to find the value

∑
Ci for the problem HJ ||

∑
Ci. This process

is rather time consuming and therefore, the number of chromosomes and number of generations
must be selected carefully to have an efficient program realizing the genetic algorithm. In our
computational experiments, the evaluation started from 200 chromosomes and 200 generations.
For tuning the genetic program, first we started to change the number of chromosomes in steps
of 50. Then we tried to increase the number of generations. Finally, it was observed that a
combination of 300 chromosomes and 500 generations was the best tuning.

The generated benchmark instances for the problems HJ ||Cmax and HJ ||
∑
Ci have been solved by

the branch-and-bound Algorithms B&B and B&B-
∑
Ci developed in [35]. In addition, the results

obtained by Algorithm GA were compared with those obtained by Algorithm SOICT, Algorithm
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Table 1: The numbers ϕk = |Mk| of identical machines in the instances HJ ||Φ with Φ ∈
{Cmax,

∑
Ci}.

Problem Size n× ϕ of the |M1| |M2| |M3| |M4| |M5| |M6| |M7| |M8| |M9| |M10|
the problem J ||Φ = ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ3 = ϕ4 = ϕ5 = ϕ6 = ϕ7 = ϕ8 = ϕ9 = ϕ10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Problem
HJ ||Cmax

orb1pm 10×10 4 5 3 2 4 3 4 2 5 5
orb2pm 10×10 4 2 4 3 5 2 3 3 4 2
orb3pm 10×10 4 4 5 3 5 4 3 3 4 3
orb4pm 10×10 4 3 3 2 4 2 3 2 3 4
orb5pm 10×10 4 5 4 2 5 4 4 3 5 4
orb6pm 10×10 4 3 2 4 2 2 5 3 5 3
orb7pm 10×10 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 5 3
orb8pm 10×10 4 4 3 5 3 4 2 4 3 5
orb9pm 10×10 3 2 3 4 2 2 5 2 2 4
orb10pm 10×10 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 5 4 3
la16pm 10×10 2 2 5 2 2 3 4 3 2 3
la17pm 10×10 4 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 4 3
la18pm 10×10 4 2 2 3 4 2 2 3 2 3
la19pm 10×10 4 5 3 4 2 3 2 2 4 3
la20pm 10×10 2 3 3 2 5 2 3 3 4 2

Problem
HJ ||

∑
Ci

orb1ps 10×10 3 4 5 4 5 3 5 5 4 3
orb2ps 10×10 3 2 3 2 5 4 5 3 4 5
orb3ps 10×10 4 3 5 3 5 4 5 3 4 4
orb4ps 10×10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
orb5ps 10×10 4 5 4 3 5 3 4 5 5 4
orb6ps 10×10 3 4 3 4 4 3 5 3 5 3
orb7ps 10×10 3 5 4 3 5 3 5 4 3 3
orb8ps 10×10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
orb9ps 10×10 5 3 5 4 4 3 5 3 4 3
orb10ps 10×10 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4
la16ps 10×10 3 4 2 4 2 4 5 3 2 3
la17ps 10×10 4 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 4 3
la18ps 10×10 3 2 2 3 4 2 2 3 2 2
la19ps 10×10 2 5 2 4 2 3 2 2 3 3
la20ps 10×10 2 2 3 2 5 2 2 3 4 2

DCA and Algorithm PMJS-H developed in [36]. Next, we describe the schemes of these three
heuristic algorithms.

Algorithm SOICT is based on sequencing the operations in a non-decreasing order of their com-
pletion times. The first stage of Algorithm SOICT consists in sequencing the jobs in the job-shop
problem J |ri|Cmax or the job-shop problem J |ri|

∑
Ci, respectively. The second stage is an as-

signment of the operations to the parallel machines, where Algorithm SOICT tries to parallelize

the operations by considering the completion times c(Q
µ(ij)
ij ) of the operations Q

µ(ij)
ij ∈ Ok, which

need to be processed on machines of the same type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}. For binding the operations

to the pool of parallel machines, the algorithm sequences the operations Q
µ(ij)
ij from the set Ok

with µ(ij) = k in non-decreasing order of their completion times c(Q
µ(ij)
ij ). After sequencing the

operations, a scheduler tries to bind the operations respecting the obtained sequence to the parallel
machines, which are currently idle.

Algorithm DCA is based on the deletion of critical arcs (an arc belonging to the critical path
in the digraph is called a critical arc). The first stage of Algorithm DCA is the same as the
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first stage of Algorithm SOICT. In the second stage, Algorithm DCA considers critical arcs in
the subgraphs Gkh(E∗) = (Ok, Akh(E∗),∅) of the weighted digraph Gh(E∗) = (O, A

⋃
Ah,∅) ∈

Γ(G(E∗)). Algorithm DCA tries to delete the critical arcs if a specific condition is satisfied. After
deleting a critical arc from the weighted digraph Gh(E∗) = (O, A

⋃
Ah,∅), the objective function

value Φ(S(Gh(E∗))) may be decreased. Algorithm DCA deletes the critical arcs between the
operations and distributes the operations from the set Ok to different machines from the set Mk.
After each deletion of a conflict arc, Algorithm DCA recalculates the critical paths in the obtained
digraph and tries to find the next critical arc belonging to a new critical path in order to delete
this arc.

Algorithm PMJS-H realizes the assignment of the operations Ok to the parallel machines of the type
k and the sequencing the operations on the assigned machine simultaneously. Algorithm PMJS-H
uses the conflict resolution strategy, i.e., the edges of the mixed graph G = (O, A,E) treated by

Algorithm PMJS-H are a conflict in the following sense. An edge [Q
µ(ij)
ij Q

µ(uv)
uv ] ∈ E in the mixed

graph G = (O, A,E) is a conflict edge if both orientations (Q
µ(ij)
ij , Q

µ(uv)
uv ) and (Q

µ(uv)
uv , Q

µ(ij)
ij ) of

this edge in the weighted digraph obtained from the mixed graph G lead to an increase either of

the starting time s(Q
µ(ij)
ij ) of the operation Q

µ(ij)
ij or of the starting time s(Q

µ(uv)
uv ) of the operation

Q
µ(uv)
uv .

For generating a sequence of the operations O∗ for the hybrid job-shop problem, a scheduler gen-
erates a sequence of the operations from the set O∗ one by one on the machines from the set M
using a breadth first search (i.e., the sibling vertexes in the digraph (O, A,∅) are considered before

considering the child vertexes in the solution tree). For treating the operation Q
µ(ij)
ij , it is checked if

there is an idle machine in the setMk to process this operation at the current time t or not? If yes,

the operation Q
µ(ij)
ij is assigned to that machine. If there is no idle machine in the set Mk at time

t, then Algorithm PMJS-H chooses a machine Mg from the set Mk with the minimal completion

time of the last operation Q
µ(uv)
uv already assigned to that machine.

The above Algorithms SOICT, DCA and PMJS-H adopted for solving the problem HJ ||
∑
Ci

with the criterion
∑
Ci are denoted as Algorithms SOICT-

∑
Ci, DCA-

∑
Ci and PMJS-H-

∑
Ci,

respectively.

The optimal objective function values Cmax and
∑
Ci for the benchmark instances calculated by

Algorithms B&B and B&B-
∑
Ci, respectively, are presented in column 4 of Table 2. The objective

function values Cmax and
∑
Ci calculated by Algorithm GA and Algorithm GA-

∑
Ci are given in

column 5. The objective function values Cmax (values
∑
Ci) calculated by Algorithms PMJS-H,

SOICT and DCA (Algorithms SOICT-
∑
Ci, DCA-

∑
Ci and PMJS-H-

∑
Ci) are given in columns

6, 7 and 8, respectively.

The optimal objective function values are given in bold face in Table 2. The best values of the
objective functions obtained by Algorithms PMJS-H, SOICT, DCA, and GA (Algorithms SOICT-∑
Ci, DCA-

∑
Ci, PMJS-H-

∑
Ci, and GA-

∑
Ci) are underlined in Table 2. The worst values

of the objective functions obtained by Algorithms PMJS-H, SOICT, DCA, and GA (Algorithms
SOICT-

∑
Ci, DCA-

∑
Ci, PMJS-H-

∑
Ci, and GA-

∑
Ci) are given in italics in Table 2. Since the

worst values of the objective function
∑
Ci are obtained only by Algorithm DCA-

∑
Ci, the worst

values of the objective functions obtained by the other Algorithms PMJS-H-
∑
Ci, SOICT-

∑
Ci

and GA-
∑
Ci (except Algorithm DCA-

∑
Ci) are given in parentheses.

As it is shown in Table 2, Algorithm GA (Algorithm GA-
∑
Ci) could solve 7 instances of the
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Table 2: The objective functions values Cmax and
∑
Ci obtained by the exact and heuristic algo-

rithms, which were tested.

Problem Problem size Number ϕ of Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm
HJ ||Cmax n× Σϕ

i=1ϕi machine types B&B GA PMJS-H SOICT DCA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

orb1pm 10× 37 10 695 779 750 771 761
orb2pm 10× 32 10 625 744 649 727 734
orb3pm 10× 38 10 648 648 669 736 802
orb4pm 10× 30 10 753 753 809 815 821
orb5pm 10× 40 10 584 619 609 706 612
orb6pm 10× 33 10 715 723 768 802 763
orb7pm 10× 36 10 275 365 290 327 312
orb8pm 10× 37 10 573 573 601 660 631
orb9pm 10× 29 10 659 681 701 794 761
orb10pm 10× 40 10 681 681 801 772 722
la16pm 10× 28 10 717 728 717 810 764
la17pm 10× 24 10 646 646 669 689 646
la18pm 10× 27 10 663 684 663 749 671
la19pm 10× 32 10 617 617 624 664 652
la20pm 10× 29 10 756 756 757 830 776

Problem Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm
HJ ||

∑
Ci B&B-

∑
Ci GA-

∑
Ci PMJS-H-

∑
Ci SOICT-

∑
Ci DCA-

∑
Ci

orb1ps 10× 41 10 5485 5930 5859 (5956) 6840
orb2ps 10× 36 10 5442 (5679) 5457 5618 6613
orb3ps 10× 40 10 5370 5542 5413 (5893) 6398
orb4ps 10× 50 10 5725 5725 5754 (5877) 6552
orb5ps 10× 42 10 5019 5089 5107 (5482) 5983
orb6ps 10× 37 10 5709 5926 5898 (5986) 7201
orb7ps 10× 38 10 2252 (2492) 2466 2483 3154
orb8ps 10× 50 10 4626 4661 4703 (4820) 5452
orb9ps 10× 39 10 5292 5326 5371 (5414) 5981
orb10ps 10× 46 10 5673 5702 5685 (5750) 6920
la16ps 10× 32 10 5553 (5992) 5703 5984 6434
la17ps 10× 31 10 4847 5078 4921 (5139) 5761
la18ps 10× 25 10 5315 5608 5516 (5905) 6638
la19ps 10× 28 10 5461 (5651) 5481 5628 6059
la20ps 10× 27 10 5551 (6092) 5650 6068 6814
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Table 3: Numbers of optimal, best and worst schedules constructed for problem HJ ||Cmax by the
tested heuristic algorithms.

Problem Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm
HJ ||Cmax GA PMJS-H SOICT DCA

1 2 3 4 5

Numbers of
optimal schedules 7 2 0 1

Numbers of
best schedules 9 6 0 1

Numbers of
worst schedules 3 1 9 2

Average
error 3.99% 4.88% 13.33% 8.82%

problem HJ ||Φ to optimality for the Φ = Cmax criterion (and one instance for the Φ =
∑
Ci

criterion). The number of instances with the Cmax criterion optimally solved by Algorithms PMJS-
H, SOICT and DCA are 2, 0 and 1, respectively.

There is no instance with the
∑
Ci criterion, which was optimally solved by the tested heuristic

algorithm. Algorithm GA (Algorithm GA-
∑
Ci) could get 9 times the best objective function

values among the heuristic algorithms tested for the Cmax criterion (and 4 times for the
∑
Ci

criterion). For the benchmark instances with the Cmax criterion, the average percentage deviation
of the objective function value from the optimal one is equal to 3.99% for Algorithm GA (see last
row of Table 3). For Algorithms PMJS-H, SOICT and DCA, these numbers are equal to 4.88%,
13.33% and 8.82%, respectively.

These numbers are presented in Table 3 along with the numbers of the optimal, best and worst
schedules constructed by the tested heuristic algorithms. This experimental comparison on the
tested benchmark instances shows the efficiency of the developed genetic Algorithm GA for solving
the problem HJ ||Cmax. Algorithm GA outperforms Algorithms SOICT and DCA for all four
factors presented in Table 3 while solving the problem HJ ||Cmax. Algorithm GA outperforms
also Algorithm PMJS-H with the exception that Algorithm GA constructed 3 times the worst
schedule (among the four tested heuristic algorithms) while Algorithm PMJS-H constructed one
worst schedule. It should be noted that Algorithm PMJS-H needs less CPU-time than Algorithm
GA for solving the same problem HJ ||Cmax.

For the
∑
Ci criterion, the average percentage deviation of the objective function value from the

optimal one is equal to 4.32% for Algorithm GA-
∑
Ci. For Algorithms PMJS-H-

∑
Ci, SOICT-∑

Ci and DCA-
∑
Ci, the average percentage deviations are equal to 2.43%, 6.24% and 20.75 %,

respectively. These numbers are presented in Table 4 along with the numbers of the optimal and best
schedules constructed by the heuristic algorithms. The worst values of the objective function

∑
Ci

obtained by Algorithms PMJS-H-
∑
Ci, SOICT-

∑
Ci and GA-

∑
Ci (without Algorithm DCA-∑

Ci) are given in the second-to-last row of Table 4. Therefore, Algorithm GA-
∑
Ci outperforms

each of the two Algorithms SOICT-
∑
Ci and DCA-

∑
Ci for all four factors presented in Table 4.

However, Algorithm PMJS-H-
∑
Ci outperforms each of the three Algorithms SOICT-

∑
Ci, DCA-∑

Ci and GA-
∑
Ci for all four factors presented in Table 3 with the exception, where Algorithm

GA-
∑
Ci obtained an optimal schedule while Algorithm PMJS-H-

∑
Ci did not obtain an optimal
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Table 4: Numbers of optimal, best and worst schedules constructed for problem HJ ||
∑
Ci by the

tested heuristic algorithms.

Problem Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm Algorithm
HJ ||

∑
Ci GA-

∑
Ci PMJS-H-

∑
Ci SOICT-

∑
Ci DCA-

∑
Ci

1 2 3 4 5

Numbers of
optimal schedules 1 0 0 0

Numbers of
best schedules 4 11 0 0

Numbers of
worst schedules 0 0 0 15

Numbers of worst
schedules obtained by
Algorithms GA-

∑
Ci, 5 0 10 -

PMJS-H-
∑
Ci and

SOICT-
∑
Ci

Average
error 4.32% 2.43% 6.24% 20.75%

schedule at all.

Note that Algorithm PMJS-H-
∑
Ci needs less CPU-time than Algorithm GA-

∑
Ci for solving the

same problem HJ ||
∑
Ci.

7 Conclusion

In Sections 3 – 5, genetic algorithms, GA and GA-
∑
Ci, were provided for solving the hybrid

job-shop problem HJ |ri|Φ. Two regular criteria have been considered: the minimization of the
makespan, Φ = Cmax, and the minimization of the sum of the job completion times, Φ =

∑
Ci.

In the problem HJ |ri|Φ, several identical machines Mk 6= ∅ of the type k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ} are
available for processing the corresponding subset Ok of the operation set. This flexibility allows a

scheduler to reduce the objective function value since any operation Q
µ(ij)
ij ∈ Ok may be processed

on any machine of the type k = µ(ij) at the stage j of the job Ji. So, the operation set Ok
may be partitioned into |Mk| subsets for their simultaneous processing. As a matter of fact, the
problem of finding an optimal schedule for processing the given operation set O in the job-shop is
combined with an assignment of the operations Ok to the machines in the set Mk for each type
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ϕ}.

The developed genetic algorithms for solving the problem HJ |ri|Φ use a special chromosome based
on the mixed graph model for solving the above subproblems simultaneously. These chromosomes
had the ability to partition the operations into the set Ok and to represent a whole solution.

The computational results for the benchmark instances (Section 6) showed that the developed
genetic algorithm is more efficient for problem HJ |ri|Cmax than the other three heuristic algorithms
being tested. For the problem HJ |ri|

∑
Ci, the developed genetic algorithm is more efficient than
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other two heuristic algorithms being tested but less efficient than Algorithm PMJS-H-
∑
Ci.

For future research, it is recommended to develop similar genetic algorithms for the problem
HJ |ri|Φ with harder criteria like the minimization of job tardiness. Another research direction
is to work on blocking and limited buffers in the hybrid job-shop problem. The consideration of no-
wait jobs is another interesting research subject for the hybrid job-shop with a possible application
to the train timetabling problem for a multi-track railroad system.
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